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a b s t r a c t

The determination of the fundamental properties of speech relies on a fine and precise estimation
of temporal and spectral properties of speech segments. Given the time-varying nature of speech, a
digital estimation of its instantaneous spectrum is particularly challenging, and has been the object of
investigation throughout the past 50 years. The xkl software, developed in the 80’s by the late Dennis
Klatt at MIT, has superior capabilities in addressing the above question. Its use in the past 20 years
was, however, limited by a lack of support for modern computing platforms. Revamping it will give
access to a powerful tool that will eventually lead to new discoveries.

© 2023 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
Code metadata

Current code version v3.2
Permanent link to code/repository used for this code version https://github.com/ElsevierSoftwareX/SOFTX-D-23-00128
Code Ocean compute capsule N/A
Legal Code License GPL v2.0
Code versioning system used none
Software code languages, tools, and services used C language, bash scripting
Compilation requirements, operating environments & dependencies Operating Systems: Linux, macOs, Windows. Requirements: openmotif, xorg

and sox packages (Linux) homebrew and its motif, xorg and sox packages
(macOs), cygwin and its motif, xorg and sox packages (Windows)

Link to developer documentation/manual http://acts.ing.uniroma1.it/xkl.php
Support email for questions xkl@uniroma1.it
1. Motivation and significance

Processing speech signals and analyzing their temporal and
pectral properties is crucial in speech science. Research inves-
igations of all sorts in fields such as, for instance, automatic
peech recognition [1–4], speech disorders [5–7], second and
hild language acquisition [8], and socio-linguistics [9], require
ine and precise measurements of the acoustic signal. Given the
ime-varying nature of speech, a digital estimation of its in-
tantaneous spectrum is particularly challenging and has been
he object of investigation for the past 50 years. Throughout
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the years and decades, the development of speech processing
software has therefore been a thriving activity in supporting
research in this field. An example of popular software in the
community is Praat [10], developed by Paul Boersma and David
Weenink, that runs under multiple operating systems including
Windows, macOs and Linux. Other software packages include
Wavesurfer [11], and VoiceSauce [12] that is based on Matlab.
The xkl software, developed in the 80’s by the late Dennis Klatt
at MIT, has outstanding capabilities in providing reliable and user
friendly tools for extracting signal measurements [13,14]. This
paper describes some of the capacities of this software, and its
updating to run on current platforms.

When xkl first became available, in the 1980s, its capacity for
detailed representation of the linguistically-relevant aspects of
rticle under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-
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he acoustic speech signal was revolutionary. The result was that
variety of researchers began to use it, and adapt it to their local
omputer environments. The impact of Klatt’s synthesis module,
alled KlSyn, which is included in the set of tools provided by xkl,
s evident for it being ported to C about 30 years ago [15] and
hen released in several other languages over the years, such as
ython [16] and Java Script [17]: as of today, a C++17-language
ersion of Klatt’s synthesizer is integrated in Praat, making it
vailable on modern operating systems [10]. However, the same
id not happen for xkl as a whole, and more specifically its
pectral analysis modules, because its source code was never
eleased to the wider audience.

The subsequent fate of xkl reflects two developments that
aused this software to be used less widely. The first was a shift
n emphasis from the goal of understanding what information
ight be available in the signal for human listeners to use, to the
oal of maximizing performance of Automatic Speech Recognition
ASR) systems. This shift resulted in a downplaying of the value of
xplicit analysis of the individual cues to phonological contrasts,
nd of how those cues and cue values vary systematically across
peakers, contexts and dialects. The second development was
n increasing recognition of the power of machine learning to
xploit detailed acoustic pattern information without making this
nformation available to investigators. The resulting explosion of
L-based ASR systems with practical usability also downplayed

he value of explicit cue analysis.
In recent years, however, the field has begun to recognize the

alue of an explicit understanding of which types of information
re most useful to extract from the signal for speech recogni-
ion [18]. We thus believe that the time is ripe for updating the
kl software to run conveniently on computers using current op-
rating systems. This tool will enable a detailed level of acoustic
nalysis that reveals the systematic differences among phonologi-
al categories, contextual realizations of those categories, speaker
opulations and individual speakers, that are increasingly rec-
gnized as critical information, not only for the development of
SR systems that work well for various populations, but also for
nderstanding how human speakers and listeners process speech
ignals.
Updating the xkl tool to run efficiently and reliably on current

perating systems will, we believe, provide the resource that
he field is looking for. Several recent papers have illustrated
he usefulness of this analysis tool [19–24]. We envision that a
ore accessible and convenient version of the xkl tool may lead

o many important discoveries about the characteristics of the
coustic speech signal that speakers and listeners control, attend
o and interpret. This paper illustrates the first step in this direc-
ion: reviewing and updating xkl source code and documentation
o make it usable on modern platforms. A description of further
volution planned for the xkl tool is provided in the concluding
iscussion.
Providing speech samples for use in xkl is straightforward; the

ser can either collect speech data by recording it directly within
kl, or upload pre-recorded speech materials. All the processing
unctions are available within a unified user interface, that is
escribed in the next section.

. Software description

xkl provides unified access to a comprehensive set of tools
or reproduction, analysis and synthesis of speech signals, devel-
ped by Dennis Klatt as independent command line programs,
hrough a Graphical User Interface (GUI) based on the Motif open
ource software libraries [25]. Our proposed xkl version (3.2) is
eveloped in C, as was the original version, but now runs under
indows, Linux and macOs. Most of the files in the original code
2

were modified in order to allow the software to build correctly
using modern versions of gcc and clang compilers and the lat-
est available version of the OpenMotif libraries; as indicated in
Section 1 the focus in this release was not on adding features,
but rather on reviving the software. This goal was also pursued
by ensuring that the software source code is openly available to
the research community: xkl is in fact made available through a
GPL 2.0 open source license; license exemptions are also available
upon request. Please refer to [26] for further information.

2.1. Software architecture

The xkl source code consists in a set of C files organized in five
folders:

• utils, including files related to utilities for file format con-
version to and from the Klatt .wav format used by the
software;

• common, including files related to playing/recording wave-
forms from/to .wav files and reading/writing them;

• syn, including files related to the Klatt synthesizer KlSyn;
• lspecto, including files related to the Klatt spectrogram anal-

ysis tool lspecto;
• xkl, including files related to the GUI and its interaction with

functions provided by files in other folders.

The source code structure of xkl is presented in Fig. 1. The
figure shows the C files in each folder; files represented as orange
rectangles correspond to executables once compiled, while files
represented as green rounded rectangles are support C files used
by other files and by executables. Arrows highlight dependencies;
an arrow from a file A to a file B indicates that A depends on
functions defined in B. Fig. 1 highlights that the software provides
executables in all but the common folder. Executables in the utils
folder provide a set of utilities for .wav files management, that
allow the user to extract data from .wav files, play them, and
convert them to and from other formats. The synmain executable
in the syn folder is the command line version of the KlSyn syn-
thesizer, that can run independently from the GUI, if needed; the
version provided is v.2.1 of KlSyn93. Similarly, the lsp executable
is the command line version of the lspecto tool to compute and
print spectrograms for a waveform stored in a .wav file.

Functionalities provided by the command line tools synmain
and lsp are fully integrated in the xkl executable (found in the
xkl folder), that is the main focus of this work. The functionalities
provided by xkl are described in the following subsection.

2.2. Software functionalities

The xkl executable loads the GUI and provides five dropdown
menus giving access to five sets of functions:

• File Input/Output — functions related to reading and writing
files;

• Time analysis — functions related to waveform graphical
representation and time-domain analysis;

• Frequency analysis — functions related to spectrum compu-
tation and graphical representation;

• Reproduction and recording — functions related to repro-
duction and recording of speech files;

• Synthesis — functions related to speech synthesis.

The menus and corresponding sets of functions are described
below.
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Fig. 1. Source code structure of the xkl software. An arrow indicates that the code in the start file depends on functions defined in the end file; orange rectangles
indicate files that correspond to executables, while rounded green rectangles indicate support C files used by other files and by executables.
2.2.1. File input/output
The main function provided in this menu is reading/writing

peech recordings. xkl originally encoded and decoded speech
iles according a proprietary format called Klatt wave (.wav),
onsisting of a custom header followed by signal samples stored
s 16-bit unsigned integers. The current release maintains sup-
ort for the original Klatt format; the most common and widely
sed Microsoft .wav format, employed by most recording tools, is
owever supported by the conversion tools in the utils folder.
In addition to speech files, xkl supports text label files,

ostscript files used to print time and frequency analysis plots,
nd ASCII text files for import/export of time and frequency data
elated to a waveform.

.2.2. Time analysis
This menu includes functions related to graphical representa-

ion and handling of the signal waveform, including time shift,
oom in and out, and cursor setting. It also provides options to
nable time-domain analysis, in particular peak/valley picking.

.2.3. Frequency analysis
This menu includes functions related to the representation and

nalysis of the signal in the frequency domain, including Digital
ourier Transform (DFT) with a resolution of up to 4096 points,
nd smoothed and Linear Prediction Coding (LPC) spectra as
ell as spectrograms. The analysis functions also include speech-
pecific options such as peak picking, formant estimation, and
ritical band computation.

.2.4. Reproduction and recording
This menu includes functions related to playing and recording

udio files. The entire content of the waveform currently dis-
layed can be played out; it is also possible to select and play back
specific time interval. Recording speech material is possible by
hoosing the ‘‘Record as .wav file’’ entry from the menu. Before
oing so, the menu also offers the possibility of setting recording
arameters, that is sampling rate and predetermined recording
uration. The recorded waveform is saved on disk in both Klatt
nd Microsoft .wav formats, and automatically displayed in xkl

or analysis.

3

Fig. 2. Dialogue window for recording settings in xkl.

2.2.5. Synthesis
This menu provides access to the KlSyn formant synthesizer

[27]. Upon running the ‘‘Synthesize’’ command xkl accepts a
.doc file containing formant frequency data vs. time and other
constant vs. variable synthesizer control parameters, to then pro-
duce a synthetic waveform file. The formant synthesizer is de-
scribed in [27], except for the existence in xkl of the possibility
of selecting a more natural glottal source waveform.

3. Illustrative examples

The software xkl is a superior tool when it comes to per-
forming acoustic analyses of speech. In particular, it provides
extremely high-quality spectrograms and the capacity to extract,
plot, and analyze in a very straightforward manner the spectrum
of a particular signal window (spectrum slice) at any instant of
time along the time axis. These features are relevant for any
study that requires measuring – with high precision – acoustic
parameters in the frequency domain. This is particularly true for
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Fig. 3. Xkl windows related to a speech signal and shared feedback window. Windows related to the speech signal are numbered with a suffix :x after the filename
in the window header, with x from 0 to 3. Window 0: signal waveform; Window 1: zoom on waveform section around cursor position and shape of the window
sed to select the portion used for spectral analysis; Window 2: signal spectrogram; Window 3: spectrum slice.
he analysis of vowels, where the need for estimating formant
requencies with a precision of a few Hz may be real, as in studies
f rounding [4,28,29].
Two illustrative examples of the use of xkl are provided below.

he first shows how to acquire or import a speech signal, how to
bserve and analyze it in both time and frequency domains, and
inally how to export a vectorial image of one or more spectrum
lices and/or spectrogram. The second example focuses on the
se of xkl to measure formants in a challenging signal, i.e. speech
roduced by a young female speaker with high pitch.

.1. Speech sample acquisition and analysis

xkl allows the recording of mono signals with a sampling rate
n the range [2 kHz–48 kHz]. Fig. 2 shows the dialogue window
or the recording parameters setup. Note that xkl operates with
predefined recording duration that can be configured in this
indow, along with the sampling rate.
xkl also supports importing .wav audio files recorded with

xternal tools, as discussed in Section 2.2. Following a recording
r an import operation, xkl displays four windows allowing the
nalysis of the signal in both time and frequency; xkl also shows
window providing feedback on the required operations, shared
y all open speech signals. Such windows are shown in Fig. 3 for
he example sentence, in the Italian language, ‘‘Mamma e Papà
i vogliono bene’’ (‘‘Mom and Dad love you’’), corresponding to
entence number 36 of the LaMIT database [21,30,31], created
s part of the LaMIT project [32], in which the lexical access
4

model developed by Stevens in [33] is applied to Italian. Windows
related to the speech signal are numbered with a suffix ‘‘:x’’ after
the filename in the window header, with x from 0 to 3. Window
0 shows the waveform, and the position of the cursor in this
window determines the content shown in the other windows.
Window 1 shows the segment of the signal selected by the win-
dowing function around the cursor position, and the windowing
function itself, while window 3 contains the spectrum slice of the
selected signal segment. Window 2 shows the spectrogram.

Each window can be exported in a postscript file; xkl also
allows to export up to 4 different spectrum slices in the same
postscript file, making the comparison between different slices
extremely convenient. It is worth noting that xkl allows the user
to open multiple speech signals at the same time, and to export
slices from different signals into the same postscript file. An
example of a postscript image containing 4 spectrum slices from
two different files is presented in Fig. 4.

3.2. Formant analysis

As illustrated above, a valuable feature of xkl is its capac-
ity to provide high-quality spectrum analysis and spectrograms.
Moreover, xkl also computes up to the fifth formant for vowel
segments according to an algorithm conceived by Dennis Klatt
that is capable of estimating formants with remarkable precision.
In this section, we present an example of analysis of the vowel
[i] belonging to the Italian bysillabic sequence [izi] pronounced
by a young female speaker of age 13. This case was selected on
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Fig. 4. Example of postscript image containing 4 spectrum slices, collected at different time points from two different recordings of sentence 36 of the LaMIT
database.
purpose, to illustrate the complexity of analyzing high-pitched
voices in young adults. In order to highlight the possibilities
offered by xkl, we compared xkl formant values with manually
extracted formant frequencies. We are aware that manually ex-
tracted measurements by experts are not free of errors, due to
a possible ‘‘expert bias’’ effect [34]; hand measurements remain
however the best reference, since analog spectrum analyzers are
no longer generally available. Fig. 5 shows the waveform of the
analyzed speech sample, while Fig. 6 contains the corresponding
spectrogram computed with xkl.

Formants were measured at two different time points within
the vowel, the first, T1 = 245.5 ms, corresponding to the middle
time point and the second, T2 = 285.5 ms, corresponding to a
ime point about three quarters of the way through the region of
oicing associated to the vowel (see red dotted lines on Fig. 5).
s shown in the previous Section, it is straightforward to plot
pectrum slices in xkl; Fig. 7 shows the DFT spectrum and the
moothed spectrum computed at t = T1, while Fig. 8 shows the
same two spectra computed at t = T2. Both figures show the
information returned by xkl on each estimated formant, including
frequency and amplitude; the figures also indicate in red the
manually estimated second formant. The manually extracted val-
ues were estimated by looking at the amplitudes of the individual
harmonics throughout the region of voicing. The first formant F1
is rather stable across the entire vowel duration, as also high-
lighted by the spectrogram in Fig. 6. As a result, xkl estimates
F1 = 291 Hz at T1 and F1 = 287 Hz at T2; these values are very
close to the manually estimated value, that is, F1 = 288 Hz at
both T1 and T2.
5

The estimation of the second formant is not as straightforward.
At T1, xkl returns two possible candidates for F2: F2l = 2888 Hz
and F2h = 3115 Hz (note the presence of the asterisk in the
figure), in correspondence to two neighboring harmonics. On this
basis F2 can be estimated by computing a weighted average of the
two frequencies, with weights associated to the corresponding
amplitudes, A2l = 67 dB vs. A2h = 69 dB, also provided by xkl.
This calculation is shown in (1).

F2 =
A2l ∗ F2l + A2h ∗ F2h

A2l + A2h
=

67 ∗ 2888 + 69 ∗ 3115
67 + 69

= 3003 Hz

(1)

This value is remarkably close to the manually estimated value
F2 = 3001 Hz. At T2, xkl returns a single value F2 = 3112 Hz;
this value is within 15 Hz from the manually estimated value
F2 = 3098 Hz.

Table 1 summarizes the results of the comparison between
manual estimation and xkl, and highlights that xkl provides an
accurate formant estimation even in the challenging case of a
young speaker with high pitch.

4. Impact

The updated availability of the xkl software offers new op-
portunities for carrying out the search for acoustic cues in the
speech signal. As discussed above, xkl provides accurate values
of formant frequencies and this capacity will facilitate our ability
to sort out complex questions about e.g. the cues to rounding
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Fig. 5. Waveform for the bisyllabic sequence [izi] analyzed in Section 3.2. Time points where formants were computed are shown on figure and correspond to T1
= 245.5 ms and T2 = 285.5 ms.
Fig. 6. Spectrogram computed with xkl for the bysillabic sequence [izi] analyzed in Section 3.2.
2
c
l

Fig. 7. Spectrum window obtained from xkl for the considered waveform at T =

45.5 ms; arrows indicate the formants estimated by xkl, with frequencies and
orresponding amplitudes listed at the right of the plot, while the red dashed
ine indicates the manually estimated value of second formant F2 = 3004 Hz.

nd nasalization, where a granularity of a few Hertz might be
mportant [4,35]. In addition the possibility of computing the DFT
ith up to 4096 points, as previously mentioned, allows xkl to
ompute the spectrum of the signal with a frequency resolution
f a few Hertz at the sampling rates typically used in recording
6

Fig. 8. Spectrum window obtained from xkl for the considered waveform at T =

85.5 ms; arrows indicate the formants estimated by xkl, with frequencies and
orresponding amplitudes listed at the right of the plot, while the red dashed
ine indicates the manually estimated value of second formant F2 = 3098 Hz.

a speech signal, opening the way for unveiling hidden acoustic
manifestations.

As these examples suggest, a particularly valuable aspect of xkl
is that it was specifically designed to perform acoustical analysis
of phonologically relevant aspects of the speech signal in a way
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Table 1
Comparison between F1 and F2 manual measurements and corresponding
estimated values provided by xkl.
Time (ms) F1 manual (Hz) F1 xkl (Hz) F2 manual (Hz) F2 xkl (Hz)

245.5 288 291 3004 3003
285.5 288 287 3098 3112

that is both highly precise and also extremely convenient for
the user. As a result, the user can compute spectral slices and
spectrograms using just a few clicks, as well as (see previous
section) measure acoustic parameters directly on the waveform
or the spectrum with very fine resolution.

The resulting friendliness of the user interface and the ease
n performing measurements in both the time and frequency
omains makes xkl a particularly valuable tool for carrying out
easurements on large scale datasets. xkl was used for example

o collect measurements on a database for lexical gemination
ublished in [36], described in [37] and investigated in [19,20].
kl was also used for the analysis of lexical and syntactic gemi-
ation in the LaMIT database [30], described in [31] and used to
nvestigate the phenomenon of double bursts in geminated Italian
top consonants in [21].

. Conclusions

In this paper, a legacy speech analysis software named xkl,
eveloped by Dennis Klatt, was presented and described in its
urrent, revised version that can run on modern operating sys-
ems. xkl is an outstanding tool for spectral analysis; in particular,
s highlighted in the example section, it provides accurate esti-
ation of formant frequencies and of other aspects of the speech
ignal that are critical for understanding human speech percep-
ion and production. Our intention in writing this paper is to
pread the word to the speech community regarding the avail-
bility of xkl in its modern version, under an GPL-2.0 open source
icense that provides free access to the source code for both
ommercial and non-commercial use.
The main contribution of this work is to reintroduce xkl to

he speech research community, and to make its source code
reely and permanently available. The current version is a first
tep toward the development of future releases of xkl that will
roceed along two lines: first, a new Graphical User Interface
ased on GTK software libraries will be developed, that will make
nstallation and use more intuitive; second, new algorithms for
ormant estimation will be made available, incorporating recent
dvances in spectrum analysis theory [38].
The above developments will be carried out also thanks to

ollaborative exchanges that we are confident will arise now that
he software is available again.
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